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SAP Solution Manager 7.2
Overview of moved content
New Architecture in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

The New Solution
The Solution is the sum of a company's systems and processes. It acts as a container for versions of solution documentation, one of which is the production version.

Real Project Management
Replace “underdone” Project Management with full Project Management Suite – integrated into SAP Solution Manager processes.

Change Control Management
Establish central landscape definition with Logical Component Groups and Change Control Landscapes which allow easy, instant and multiple re-use capabilities.

Well defined Transition of entities.
Project Information
Where does all of the data go after activation?

Transactions SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN and SOLAR01
Where’s the project information in SAP Solution Manager 7.2?
Scope, team members, milestones, etc.

Use transaction solman_workcenter or Launchpad link
-> Project and Process Management -> My Projects tile:
I need to find my 7.2 solution documentation NOW!
Where is it?

Use transaction solman_workcenter or Launchpad link -> Project and Process Management -> Solution Documentation tile:

You can also access the solution documentation directly via transaction SOLDOC.

Process structure has links to elements such as documents, IMG objects, test cases, and transactions.
Where’s the project information in SAP Solution Manager 7.2?

System landscape data

Use Transaction solman_workcenter or Launchpad link -> Project and Process Management -> Solution Administration tile:

You can also access the solution administration directly via transaction SOLADM.
Where did my project/solution documentation structure go?
Your content in 7.2 is marked with the 7.1 name of the source project or solution!

Top folder name = 7.1 source project/solution name in end-to-end view and libraries.
Roadmap functions in 7.2

7.1 transaction codes RMMAIN, RMAUTH, RMDEF
Accessing existing project roadmaps

7.1

Transaction: RMMAIN

7.2

Transaction RMMAIN (read-only), existing roadmaps can be transferred to PPM projects.
Creating and changing project roadmaps

7.1

Current roadmaps can be transferred to a project template.

7.2

Transactions:
RMAUTH / RMDEF
Project Administration functions in 7.2
7.1 transaction code SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN
Creating a project - for planning

7.1

Transaction
SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Create project in IT PPM for planning purposes.

Projects are time dependent with a defined outcome, and are handled with IT PPM in 7.2
Project Administration
Creating branches and views - for documentation

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Create a view of the documentation to assign to the project:

Transaction SOLDOC -> View pull-down -> New -> select structures -> OK -> then control access via authorizations.
Project Administration
General data tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Project data in IT PPM
Project Administration
Scope and Solution Package Selection tabs

7.1

7.2

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

Transaction SOLADM -> Import SAP Best Practices Package.
Project Administration
Scope -> Roadmap Select tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Transaction RMMAIN -> Roadmap -> Create PPM project.
Project Administration
Scope -> Industry Selection tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Order to Cash - Standard

Responsibilities

- Responsible: Developer 50
- Keep Change: [Parent]

Structure Classification

- Country: FR
- Activity: Primary
- Process Availability: 5 x 24 h

Technical Attributes

Transaction SOLDOC -> select structure -> attributes pane.
Project Administration
Scope -> Country Selection tab

7.1
Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> select structure -> attributes pane.
Project Administration

Project Team Members tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Resources in the IT PPM project.
Project Administration
Restrict access to blueprint structure to assigned project team members

7.1
Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> View pull-down -> New -> select structures -> OK -> then control access via authorizations.
Project Administration
System Landscape tab

7.1
Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2
Transaction SOLADM -> System Landscape tab to assign logical component groups.
Project Administration
System Landscape -> IMG Projects tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

IMG projects are created locally
Project Administration
System Landscape -> Change Management tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Transaction SOLADM -> select solution -> Change Control Landscapes tab.
Project Administration

Milestones tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

IT PPM project elements, with dates and work details.
Project Administration
Project Standards -> Status Values tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

IT PPM project -> Status Management.
Project Administration
Project Standards -> Keywords tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

Transaction SOLDOC -> select structure -> attributes panel.
Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.1

Transaction SOLADM, select solution, Documentation Types tab.

7.2
Project Administration
Project Standards -> Tabs

7.1

Transaction SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN

7.2

No longer required
Business blueprint functions in 7.2

7.1 transaction code SOLAR01
Business Blueprint
Select a project blueprint

7.1

Transaction SOLAR01 -> Other Project.

7.2

Transaction SOLDOC, select a solution, and then a branch of the documentation.
Business Blueprint
Microsoft Project download

7.1
Transaction SOLAR01 -> MS Project Download.

7.2
Transaction RMMAIN -> Roadmap -> Create PPM project.
Business Blueprint
Change documentation structure

**7.1**

Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node
-> Structure tab.

**7.2**

Transaction SOLDOC -> right-click at any level for the Context Menu, then New. You can create as many levels as necessary.
Business Blueprint
Documenting interfaces

7.1

Transaction SOLAR01 -> Interface Scenarios - > Create or display Attributes.

7.2

Transaction SOLDOC -> right-click the process level to get the Context Menu -> New -> Interface.
Business Blueprint
Accessing SAP-delivered content

7.1
Transaction SOLAR01 to access the Business Process Repository.

7.2
Transaction SOLADM-> Import SAP Best Practices Package.
Business Blueprint
Assign documentation to structure

7.1
Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node -> Project Documentation tab.

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> right-click at any level for the Context Menu, then New -> Documentation.
Business Blueprint
Administration data tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node -> Administration tab.

7.2

This data is now maintained in the IT PPM project.
Business Blueprint
Transactions tab

7.1
Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node -> Transactions tab.

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> right-click at process level for the Context Menu, then New -> Executables ->Executable.
Business Blueprint
Service Messages tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node
-> Service Messages tab.

7.2

Create assignment to solution documentation from within the CRM transaction assignment block.
Business Blueprint
Component View tab

7.1
Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node
-> Component View tab.

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> branch -> select process level
-> right-click in Elements area -> New -> Process Diagram.
Business Blueprint
End user roles tab

7.1
Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node
-> End User Roles tab.

7.2
Business Blueprint
Assign attributes

7.1
Transaction SOLAR01 -> select blueprint node -> right-click -> Attributes.

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> select structure level -> attribute pane.
Configuration functions in 7.2

7.1 transaction code SOLAR02
Transaction SOLAR02 -> select blueprint node
-> Configuration tab.

Transaction SOLDOC -> branch-> select level ->
right-click for Context Menu-> New -> Configuration
-> Configuration.
### Configuration Development tab

**7.1**

Transaction SOLAR02 -> select blueprint node -> Development tab.

**7.2**

Configuration Test Case tab

7.1

Transaction SOLAR02 -> select blueprint node -> Test Cases tab.

7.2

Transaction SOLDOC -> branch-> select level -> right-click for Context Menu-> New -> Test Cases -> select test object to assign.
Configuration
Training materials tab

7.1
Transaction SOLAR02 -> select blueprint node -> Training Materials tab.

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> branch -> select level -> right-click for Context Menu -> New -> Documentation -> select document to assign.
Configuration
Assign technical bills of material (TBOMs)

7.1
Transaction SOLAR02 -> select blueprint node -> transaction tab -> select transaction -> Attributes button -> TBOM.

7.2
Transaction SOLDOC -> branch-> select process step -> select Executable in Elements area -> right-click -> Create TBOM Work Items.
Project reporting functions in 7.2

7.1 transaction code SOLAR_EVAL
Project Reporting
Analytics

7.1

Analysis - SAP Solution Manager

- Analysis
  - Project
    - Project Administration
      - Project Analysis
    - Business Blueprint
      - Administration
        - General Status Analysis
        - Worklist
        - Worklist by Status
        - Worklist by Planned End Date
  - Assignments
    - Documentation
    - Transactions
    - Service Messages
    - End User Roles
    - Business Functions
    - Business Function Scope
    - Documents and Links

Transaction SOLAR_EVAL

7.2

Business Solution - Innovation

- Select level
- Select List
- Filter by type, attribute, change status or change document.

Transaction SOLDOC -> select level -> select List -> filter by type, attribute, change status or change document.
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